Hoverboard Instructions Manual

Hoverboard Instructions Created By Hover Manual.com

A simple guide. Designed for new and experienced riders alike.

This hoverboard instructions manual contains all the basic information you need to know. In this guide we will cover:

Hoverboard Safety Tips.

How To Charge A Hoverboard.

How To Ride A Hoverboard.

Hoverboard Protection & Maintenance.

HOVERMANUAL
2 Wheel Smart Balance Boards
Hoverboard Safety Tips

Do not ride in the rain. Do not ride through puddles.

Do not ride your hoverboard when the battery is low.

Do not charge for more than 3 hours maximum.

Always keep your hoverboard in sight whilst on charge.

If storing your hoverboard, fully charge every 30-60 days.

Do not attempt to service your hoverboard.

Removing the casing will likely void your warranty.

Repairs should be performed by a trained engineer.

Do not wear clothes that overhang your feet whilst riding.

Always wear closed toe footwear such as trainers.

Do not wear open toe footwear such as flip-flops.

Always wear a safety helmet whilst riding.

Elbow pads and knee pads are advisable.

Products & Accessories

10 Inch Inflatable Wheels

Monster 10 Inch Inflatable wheels. Considered to be the best outdoor swegway, hoverboard on the market. These models are made for outdoor riders and generally come with built in Bluetooth speakers as standard. The larger air filled tyres mean you can enjoy a more balanced, smoother ride.

Broken Hoverboard - Spare Parts

Like all new technology, occasionally there will be problems. Usually there is a simple fix and often problems may just be caused by a loose wire or connection. Other times the problem may be more serious and you made need to order parts or book a repair.
How To Charge

Firstly, you need to connect the power lead to the battery charger cable. Now insert the charger into the charger port on the board. Be careful to insert the correct way round, look out for the groove.

You can now connect to the mains socket and turn the power on. The charger light should display a small red light indicating that your battery is not full.

When your hoverboard battery is full, the display light on your battery charger will display green. Turn off the power at the wall to stop charging.

Charging typically takes between 1-3 hours. Never charge your battery for more than 3 hours.

On average you can expect your board to last you anywhere between 1-6 hours. For newly purchased boards with Samsung batteries you can usually expect 3-6 hours of continuous riding before you need to recharge.

When not using your hoverboard, make sure you fully charge every 30-60 days to preserve battery life.

Be Safe & Responsible

Safe UK Fused Charger

Faulty Chargers with no fuse are Dangerous! Overcharged batteries are the number one cause of hoverboard fires. It is really important for your own safety and others, that you do not use a faulty charger. Make sure you have a safe, fused charger to minimize the risk of fire when charging your hoverboard.

Fire Proof Charging Bag

Designed for hoverboards.

These Fire Proof Bags are a great new release. Designed to fit any size Smart Balance Boards. Finally, you can put your mind at ease whilst your hoverboard is on charge!
How To Ride

Getting Started

Clear a suitable area for riding, removing any obstacles, valuables or potential hazards. Place your Smart Balance Board on a flat surface and switch on. Check that the LED display light on top of the board is showing green.

Gently place one foot on your board and start to get a feel for the movement. If the board moves forward/away from you; apply some pressure to your heel to bring it back. If the board is coming backwards towards you then apply pressure towards your toes. Practice this control with one foot. The key is to learn how to keep the board still with one foot first!

When comfortable with keeping the board steady with one foot, gently step on with your other foot. (You may or may not feel more comfortable holding onto someone/something at this point.) The important thing now is again learning how to keep the board still and steady! Remain standing upright, with gentle changes in how you are distributing your body weight, try to be still.

If your board is spinning/turning, you need to try to spread your weight more equally. Placing both feet as wide as possible on the board can help with balance.

Wear & Tear Solutions

Decal Sticker

Is your board looking a bit worse for wear? Covered in scratches? You can buy decal stickers that bring your board back to life. Many cool, unique designs and colours available. These stickers are becoming really popular and make for a great gift for somebody who already owns a hoverboard.

Battery

Remember your hoverboard only needs 1-3 Hours of charge to be fully charged. Like all Batteries, performance will decline over time. Samsung Batteries are considered to be the best available on the market. We recommend replacing your boards battery every 1-2 years. If not using, charge fully every 30-60 days to preserve the battery.
The Basics of Moving

Move forwards in a straight line by slightly leaning or applying pressure towards your toes. To stop, shift your weight backwards slightly to return to a still upright position. Practice moving forwards and coming to a stop safely before trying anything else.

To move Backwards; apply pressure towards the heels of your feet or lean back slightly. To Stop moving backwards apply forward pressure towards your toes, until you are back to a still position. Practice moving backwards & forwards in a straight line and coming to a stop.

To turn. You need to distribute more pressure to either foot. Lean slightly or apply more pressure to the front of your left foot to turn left and visa-versa to turn right. To spin on the spot; Apply equal forward pressure with one foot and backwards pressure with the other.

Getting off can be as tricky as getting on at first. If you do not know how to do it! Stop moving completely before attempting to get off of your Swegway board. To Step off your board; step off backwards, one foot at a time.

Upgrade & Customize

Chrome Shell

You may be getting bored of your colour or have destroyed your shell. Just like a mobile phone case, hoverboard cases can be replaced. If you are considering changing your case? Take a look at the range of coloured chrome shells available. Add some Bling to your board!

Silicon Skin

A great way to protect your board, whilst customizing the look. It’s been a long time coming but its finally here. The end of scratches once and for all. The new must have accessory available in 100s of designs and colours.
Riding Outside

Before taking your board outside, a minimum 1 hour indoor riding is recommended. Riding Outdoors can be a lot more challenging and dangerous to you and your board! When Using your Hover board outdoors, Be aware of passing pedestrians, obstacles or uneven ground. Keep your board clean, dry and free from debris. Do not ride through puddles or up/down steep hills/ramps. Be responsible and considerate of others when using your Hoverboard.

Connecting Your Bluetooth Speakers

Do you own model with built in Bluetooth? Let’s get you, your board and your favourite songs connected! Have your Music device ready with Bluetooth turned on and ready to connect. Now Turn on your Hover Board, you will hear a Voice saying “your Bluetooth Device is ready to pair”. Now Connect your Device to “Bluetooth Speakers” You will hear “The Bluetooth Device has connected Successfully!” Music playing on your device will now play through your now extra cool Swag Board. It’s as simple as that! Alternatively, your Board will display a beeping noise replacing the voice.

New Releases

Waterproof Backpack Carry Bag

The ultimate absolute must have hoverboard accessory. At first only bags with carry handles were available. Weighing between 10-15kg hoverboards are certainly not light. This backpack is the ideal solution for when you are out shopping or commuting, if your battery dies and for general storage purposes.

Rocket Skates

World’s First Electronic Roller Skates. There is a new cool kid on the block! Built in Bluetooth Speakers, mobile phone app and capable of up to 8mph. Integrated app lets you track speed, distance and battery. Features 3 modes beginner, Normal and Pro Speed. Click on the pic to see video and product reviews.
That's All Folks

The purpose of this 2 wheel smart balance board instructions manual was to provide you with some simple basic instructions on how to ride a hoverboard. We hope you have found this manual helpful. If you liked any of the products featured in this manual, you can click on the pictures for full product reviews and where to buy info. For further details, full product reviews or to contact the author; Head to the website HoverManual.Com

“My sons hoverboard came with a fake charger and no instruction manual! Thanks for helping”
— Adrian Whyte

Congratulations!

You should now be ready to hit the streets!

If you ever need any more information, have any problems with your board? Are interested in accessories, customizing your board or the latest releases and rideable gadgets. Then check out the websites below:

- HoverManual.com
- HoverFixer.com
- HoverRange.com

Or get in touch

www.facebook.com/hoverrange
www.twitter.com/hoverrange

For The Latest Hot New Products. Or If You Have Any Problems: Check The Sites Below.

New Boards, Upgrades, Accessories & More...

The latest new releases, reviews, accessories, customizations and related products from HoverRange.

Problems With Your Board?

Get your free online hoverboard repair diagnosis, buy spare parts or arrange a repair at HoverFixer.
The New Wave Of Hoverboards!

Fast, Light, & Great Fun!

The Commuters Speed Choice!

New Boosted Roller Skates!